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Large ion temperature anisotropies (temperature perpendicular to magnetic field larger than parallel to magnetic field) in narrow regions of enhanced ion flow have been identified by the Electric Field Instruments on
board the Swarm satellites as a persistent feature of the high latitude midnight-sector auroral zone. These flow
channels typically span less than 100 km latitudinally with ion flows of several kilometres per second. The
largest observed temperature anisotropy ratios exceed the values predicted by currently used cross sections in
theories of collisional heating in strong flows by a factor of 2. Coincident optical measurements from groundbase all-sky imagers indicate that these flow channels are immediately adjacent to regions of precipitating
electrons, likely in the vicinity of the ionospheric projection of the open-closed boundary.
We will be presenting ion velocity, ion temperature, and magnetic field measurements in and around these
regions of enhanced ion flow from December 2013. The orbit of the Swarm satellites during this time result
in measurements near the Harang discontinuity. The Electric Field Instruments on board the Swarm satellites
are ideally suited for analysis of ion temperature anisotropy. The pearls-on-a-string configuration held by the
Swarm satellites during these first weeks of the Swarm mission provides a unique opportunity to distinguish
temporal from spatial variation in this dynamic region.
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